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Introduction 

My name is Radhika Krisani and I am a 12 

years old girl. My school is Auro-Mira Vidya 

Mandir. I have good relationship with my 

teachers. I like the subjects Social Science 

and Science. I like this place because it is 

surrounded by reservoirs, hills, and trees. I 

will be appearing for my 10th class exams 

in 2025. 

Social Science 

In Social 

Science, I am doing the 10th class 

book of NIOS. I like Social Science 

very much. I feel that it is very easy 

for me. I could do all the questions 

very easily. I have finished 2nd book 

of NIOS, and all the chapters were 

easy for me. In Civics, I liked the 

chapters “Fundamental rights” and 

“Panchayati raj” system. It was 



interesting to study Civics, and I secured good marks in all the 

chapters. In Geography, I have finished all the chapters and 

they were easy for me; so, I could 

obtain good marks in all the 

chapters. I liked the chapters 

“Climate”, “Agriculture in India” 

and “Population our greatest 

resource”. In all the exercises, I 

could do all the answers. Now I 

have started History of 10th book 

of NIOS. I have done ‘Ancient 

World” in which I learnt about the 

ancient people how they used to 

stay and migrate from place to 

place and their agriculture. Now I 

am doing “Medieval world”. I always concentrate in the class. I 

love the Social Studies class very much. 

Hindi 

In Hindi, I have finished the 10th book of NIOS, and I am revising 

for the 10th board exam, which I will appear in 2025. In Hindi 

also, all the chapters are easy for me. I am solving the papers 

given in the Hindi book. My handwriting is good and my 

spellings are also good. I have done grammar with Krishna didi 

and now I am studying with Poonam didi. We do free reading in 



Hindi class. 

English 

In English I am doing the class 

10th book of NIOS. I have 

completed the 1st book of 

English and I am studying the 2nd 

book. In English class, we have 

done grammar by learning 

notice writing, letter writing and 

message writing. I like message 

writing and letter writing. We 

have done a play on Sri 

Aurobindo’s political life in 

which I took the role of Mrinalini 

Devi, and everyone liked our 

play. We have also done some 

poem writing and essay writing. 

My spellings are good in English, 

and my understanding is also 

good. In the test of the first 

book, I received good marks. I like to speak in English, and I like 

to attend the English class very much. 

Odia 



In Odia class, we are doing the 4th book. We do dictation and 

learn songs. Sometimes the 

teacher tells us stories and makes 

us laugh. I like to hear the stories. 

I can’t read Odia properly yet, but 

I can understand. I like to learn 

Odia very much so that I can 

speak properly. 

Science 

In Science, I am doing the class 

10th book of NIOS. I have 

completed the Chemistry syllabus, 

and Biology is half done. My 

Physics syllabus is going to be 

completed too. I like to learn Biology more than Chemistry and 

Physics. I like to study Biology with Meeta didi and I like to take 

notes of Biology and Chemistry. I have done some practical 

with Raghu bhaiya. In Science, sometimes I secure good marks 

and sometimes I 

get less marks.  

In Chemistry, I like 

to do all the 

chapters and I liked 

the chapters “Acid, 



base and salt”, and “Atomic structure, periodic table of 

elements”. I found the chapter “Carbon and its compounds” a 

little difficult because I couldn’t understand some parts of it. 

We have done many experiments of every chapter. I like to take 

notes in Chemistry. When I get any homework, I always do it. I 

like to study Chemistry. 

In Biology, I have studied life processes, nutrition, 

transportation, respiration and exertion and control and 

coordination with Meeta didi. It was interesting to learn 

Biology, and I could learn many things about the human body. 

When Didi is explaining something, I concentrate well in the 

class. I like to do the experiments of Biology. 

In Physics, i have done some chapters and I have given the test 

for one chapter. We do many experiments, and I liked the 

chapter “Light energy”. I like to 

do the Physics class and I secure 

good marks in the tests.  

 

Mathematics 

In Maths, I am doing the 7th class 

book of R.S. Agarwal, and I am 

going to complete the book 

soon. “Construction” is the only 



chapter left. I have finished the other chapters – the chapter 

“Properties of parallel lines” was very difficult for me, and I am 

not confident in this chapter. In the tests, I normally obtain 

good marks but sometimes I get poor marks also. In Maths, I 

like to do the exercises, but I don't like to do the proving part of 

the question. I liked the menstruation chapter the most. 

Sometimes I get scolded by Bhaiya if I am not able to do a 

simple question. I love Maths and I am trying my best to be 

good at it. 

Computers 

In Computers, I like to do my typing, but my typing is not so 

fast. I have to improve a lot in typing. I like to do painting on 

computer, and we also do Excel, Notepad, etc. I always come 

early to the computer class because I like to do my computer 

class.  



Music 

In music, I play the 

flute and I like 

playing it very much. 

I play many raagas 

on flute, like raag 

Bilawal, raag Durga, 

raag Hansdhwani, 

etc. I also play many 

songs like “Ek chhota beej”, “Aasman ke chhat par” and other 

songs. When Didi teaches me, I am not able to learn very fast 

but I like to learn music.  

Dance 

I like to do dance very much, and I 



have learnt many steps. I am able to catch the steps that Didi 

teaches me, but sometimes I get confused with the steps. I love 

to do classical dances like Bharatanatyam and Kathak. 

Yoga 

Every morning, I go to do yoga. I 

do many asanas and 

pranayama. I like to do 

suryanamaskar very much. By 

doing yoga, my body has 

become flexible. 

 

 

 

 

Sports 

I like to play sports and I play 

many games like 

basketball, football, 

volleyball, frisbee etc. I 

also play  

 



minor games. Before games, I always 

do my exercises and running. I like to 

play basketball because my shooting 

is very good, and I can do many fakes. 

In basketball, I also take nice 

rebounds but I have to improve my 

dribbling speed. I like to play games 

every day, even if it is raining.  

Shramdaan 

Every morning at 6:30 AM, I do my 

shramdaan. In shramdaan, I do 

toilet cleaning, school cleaning, 

hostel cleaning and kitchen work. I 

like to do toilet cleaning and 

kitchen work the most. I don't like 

to do gardening because bhaiya 

makes us do a lot of work. I do my 

shramdaan regularly.  

 

 



Celebrations 

In my school, I celebrate many festivals. On 7th May, I gave a 

speech on Rabindranath Tagore. On 5th July, I did a play title  

“Ouch!” and on 15th of August, I did a play on Sri Aurobindo. In 

this play, I took the role of Mrinalini Devi which I did very well. 

Before 15th August, we did some activates like essay writing, 

speech, poem writing, and quiz. I received prizes as I stood first 

in quiz and in speech. On 5th September (Teachers’ Day), I did 

many activities. We made the teachers dance and we made 

them sing songs.  

 

 

 



 

Trip to South India 

I went for a trip to South India 

for 15 days and I enjoyed it very 

much. I visited many places like - 

Simhachalam, Madurai, 



Rameshwaram, Kanyakumari and Pondicherry. 

I liked the visit to Pondicherry the 

most. We went to Sri Aurobindo’s 

Samadhi and visited the playground 

and sports ground. We meditated for 

1 hour in the playground. We went to 

the temple of Ganesh and there we 

had prasad. We also went to the 

Mother’s and Sri Aurobindo’s 

Museum. There I saw the teeth of Sri 

Aurobindo and his hair and the desk 

where he wrote Arya. I also saw the 

things that the Mother had used. 

There were many beautiful things, and 

they were beautifully arranged. I also 

went to Auroville and we had our 

lunch in the solar kitchen. The food 

was very tasty. We went to the 

Ashram garden where the 

plants were grown 

perfectly. I liked the garden 



very much. I liked this trip because there were many places to 

visit.  

In Madurai, I saw the Meenakshi temple. There I saw many 

statues of Goddess Parvati and they were very beautifully 

carved. I liked this place the most. 

In Kanyakumari, we stayed at the 

Vivekananda Kendra. We also went to see 

Vivekananda rock. There we saw 

Vivekanand's statue and Parvati's feet. We 

also went to see the place where the Arabian 

sea, Indian ocean and Bay of Bengal meet. 

We enjoyed it very much.  

In Rameshwaram, we 

went to the Rama 

temple in which there 

were many pillars and 

we saw the statue of 

Hanuman. We saw the 

stone bridge which 

Rama had built for 

crossing to Lanka. I liked Rameshwaram also very much.   

In Simhachalam, we went up to the temple by climbing more 

than 1000 staircases. The view from there was very beautiful.  


